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Abstract— Topic modeling is useful in the areas like of text 

categorization, text mining, machine learning etc. It focused 

on creating statistical models to classify many topics in a 

collection of documents. Topic models provide a simple way 

to analyze large volumes of unlabelled text. It is required 

because there is huge amount of data present in different 

documents, online websites and social media like twitter, 

Wikipedia etc. we should know what the document is talking 

about to find out its the importance. A topic consists of a 

cluster of words that frequently occur together. Topic 

modeling is a technique used for discovering the latent topics 

that are hidden in a collection of documents, which will help 

for text categorization and opinion mining. This paper covers 

study various techniques used for topic modeling and gives 

comparative analysis of them on the basis of different 

parameters. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the traditional method there was no access to internet 

networking and hence we need to read a book or survey a 

paper related to the topic. Nowadays the learning of topic 

modelling is pretty convenient considering the Internet was 

evolving across the world. Though, these traditional methods 

are not meant for most of the cases because of the topics and 

the technologies emerged in the fast growing market. Topic 

modelling is statistical based method that analyzes the large 

number of unlabelled text by mixing words with related 

meanings and deriving it as a group of topics to express 

number of documents. Document is basically collection of 

words, Topic can be a single word or group of words which 

can be extracted from the documents by using different tech-

niques which is describe in the paper, Topic modeling 

concept based on extraction of topic with the appropriate 

word from the single document or multiple documents. Topic 

models are generative model where multiple topic can be 

extracted from the document but we choose the word by 

looking to the certain number of probability of words in the 

document. It is provide a frame work for the term frequency 

occurrence in the document as a given in the corpus. In this 

paper we are giving survey of the topic modeling techniques 

like Vector space model (VSM), Latent semantic Analysis 

(LSA), Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA), 

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). 

Section II in this paper explains related work done 

in the area of topic modelling. Section III shows the 

comparative study of different topic modeling techniques and 

Section IV concludes the work. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Topic models which provide a framework for the term 

frequency in information retrieval technology behind web 

search services are used in machine learning and natural 

language processing. In the following paper, it is presented 

with different approached of vector space model to compute 

similarity score. Occurrences in documents in a given corpus. 

This chapter focuses on related work in the domain of topic 

modelling. 

In Paper[1]author compared the clustering result of 

two techniques that are PLSA and LSA. 

In Paper[2] author did the research for text 

classification of news data and explain the classification 

model based on LDA. 

In Paper[3] author provides a brief classification on 

different topic modeling techniques and an introductory 

overview of the most popular topic modeling technique LDA. 

In Paper [4]author explains the PLSA model and 

proposed the probabilistic model which incorporate DB pedia 

knowledge in a topic modal and also Proposed probabilistic 

topic model used for tagging the web pages and online 

documents to discovered topic form them. 

In Paper[5] author describe the algorithm which 

helps to browse and summarize large archives text with help 

of new algorithms, which also help in topic modeling. They 

are suite of algorithm that help to uncover the hidden thematic 

structure in document which are collected. 

In Paper[6] author explains the two different 

categories which can be state under the topic modelling. In 

first category author explains area of method of topic 

modeling and second one is evolution models. 

In Paper[7]author explains Topic based Vector 

Space Model and explain the implemented within the 

relational database. 

In Paper[8]author describe structure which helps to 

compute similarity between the recorded songs and explains 

latent structure using Hierarchical Dirichlet Process. 

In Paper[9]explains topic model concept which 

focused on general outline which help to build the 

applications in topic models. 

In Paper [10]author explains the topic modeling 

concept and noted the problem that is modeling annotated 

data, they also describe the hierarchical probabilistic mixture 

models which aim reduce the problem in topic modeling with 

the help of latent Dirichlet allocation. 

In Paper [11] explains the vector space model which 

helps to calculate the similarity score and information 

retrieval technique which help to find the web search service. 

In Paper [12] Using the singular value 

decomposition (SVD) algorithm this fast track tutorial 

provides instructions for decomposing a matrix. 

In Paper [13] author explains the content based 

method and explains the document similarity analysis and 

visualization and proposed the modeling technique and 

relation between documents and n-gram phrase. 

III. COMPARATIVE STUDY OF TOPIC MODELING TECHNIQUE 

Topic modelling having different methods to extract topics 

from the documents or corpus. VSM is basic method which 

represent the document and queries in vector form and in 
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multidimensional space, LSA is a technique used for 

analyzing relationship between a set of documents, goal of 

LSA is to create the vector representation based text which 

help to identify the similarity between text. LDA is technique 

which help to produce accurate result. 

A. Vector Space Model 

The vector space model is basic model for topic modelling. 

In this method document and queries are represented in vector 

or in a matrix form. Before applying algorithm to the 

documents we need to calculate the query vector and 

dimension matrix value. VSM model is basically divided into 

three stages, in first stage known as document indexing stage 

where we try to extract the content bearing term from the 

documents, in second stage we are enhancing the document 

by calculating document frequency and weight matrix as 

shown in equation (1) and equation (2)  were we retrieve by 

weighting the term value with respect to the query vector and 

last and third stage is document ranking where we calculate 

the similarity values between the documents and vector. As 

shown in equation (3) similarity values are calculated ,after 

calculating the similarity value compare cosine value with 

one, those document value is nearly equal to one this 

document is nearly equal to that query. 

1) Algorithm Vector Space Model 

 Step 1: Calculate the Query Vector and Document 

Matrix Step 2: Calculate number of documents 

containing term j i.e (Dfj) 

 Step 3: Calculate D/ Dfj Where D is no of Document 

 Step 4: Calculate Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) 

         (1) 

 Step 5: Calculate the Weight matrix 

W = T F*IDF          (2) 

 Step 6: Compute the Similarity Vector 

Sim (Di)=(QI*DI)/di        (3) 

1) Calculate the Magnitude of Each Vector. 

2) Calculate Dot product is Q. Di 

3) Calculate Cosine values related to the document. 

 Step 7: Compare cosine value with 1 whose cosine value 

is nearly equal to 1 this document related to the query. 

B. Latent Semantic Analysis 

LSA is another statistic model which used in topic mod-elling 

concept. In the vsm method we can extract the topic by 

calculating similarity between the words using query vector 

and document matrix, but the drawback of VSM method does 

not detect synonyms words. The main purpose of LSA is 

improve the performance of information retrieval method 

while extracting the topic from documents, due to the LSA 

model we can avoid the problem created by synonyms to 

great extent in which different words can be used to describe 

the same semantic concept. LSA is derive the semantic 

information from word document matrix and also help to 

measure the hidden meaning of term and the semantic relation 

between the terms and document in data set. 

In LSA algorithm first we separate the each term 

from the documents, then calculate the term frequency with 

respect to all document to calculate term document matrix, in 

next step we decompose the matrix using Single value 

decomposition (SVD) method. In this method cosine 

similarity value is calculated, then topic is decided when 

document having highest similarity score is closer to the 

query vector. 

1) Algorithm Latent Semantic Analysis 

 Step 1: Start 

 Step 2: Calculate term frequency of term with respect to 

document, from the term frequency build a term 

document matrix 

 Step 3: Use SVD for decomposition of matrix and 

calculate U, S and V matrices 

 Step 4: Calculate new document vector coordinates. 

 Step 5: Calculate the new query vector coordinates. 

 Step 6: Rank documents in decreasing order of query-

document cosine similarities. 

 Step 7: Document with the highest similarity score is 

closer to the query vector than the other vectors. 

 Step 8: Stop 

C. Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis 

One of the technique from the category of topic models is 

Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis. Probabilistic 

structure of PLSA is based on a statistical model. PLSA 

model aims on factorizing the sparse co-occurrence matrix to 

reduce the dimensionality. It uses this co-occurrence matrix 

to extract the topics and to explain the document. 

As show in Figure 2 PLSA is a two level generative 

model which explains the document parameter and word 

level parameter. As shows in Figure PLSA describe the 

process of N documents in the collection and Nw which 

denotes the number of words in the document D. Each word 

i.e w is associated with the latent concept and unshaded 

represents the latent variable which denotes by z. 

D. Latent Dirichlet Allocation 

In Natural language processing, LDA is a genrative static and 

first graphics model which is used in topic modeling 

technique. This algorithm is an unsupervised machine 

learning technique that determines the latent topic 

information in document. Mostly it uses bag of words which 

considers each documents as a vector of word counts. 

Document is represented as a probability distribution over 

some topics where in each topic is further represented as a 

probability distribution over a number of different words. In 

this algorithm, data arise from a generative process that 

include hidden variables. In general, this model may have 

hidden structure inside and we will define a joint distribution 

over all observed and latent variables. In LDA observed 

variables are the words in document and the hidden variables 

are topic distributions. The LDA model is a figure 2 based 

graphical model which is represented in a probabilistic 

manner. In Figure 2 explain the level diagram of LDA, where 

it consist of three level, first level is corpus which contain 

different parameter that are and which known as corpus level 

parameter, second level is document where variables d are 

said to be document-level variables, third and last is word 

level and the parameter are zdn and wdn are word level 

parameter, and are sampled once for each word in each 

document. 

 
Fig. 1: Graphical Modal of PLSA[5] 
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Fig. 2: Graphical Modal of LDA[3] 

For description of the model, we denote 

M = No of document in corpus 

N = No of Words in document 

β= Parameter of Dirichlet distribution 

α = Parameter of Dirichlet distribution 

θ= Topic Distribution 

z = Vector of Topics 

w = Each word in document 

1) Algorithm Latent Dirichlet Allocation 

 Step 1: Start 

 Step 2: Randomly assign the topics to the document. 

 Step 3: Calculate the word frequency with respect to 

topic in the document. 

 Step 4: Calculate the topic distribution over document. 

 Step 5: Calculate the Probability of topic. 

 Step 6: Iterative Process 

1) For each word token the count matrix [CWT] and 

[CDT] are first decrements by one for the entries then 

correspond to current topic assignment 

2) Then a new topic is sampled from the current topic 

distribution of document and the count matrix [CWT] 

and [CDT] are incremented with the new topic 

assignment 

 Step 7: From the calculated probability we can identify 

the topic of the word 

 Step 8: This process continue till the Matrix stop 

changing 

IV. COMPARATIVE STUDY 

Parameter VSM[6] LSI[9] PLSA [13] LDA[12] 

Model Non-Probabilistic Distribution Probabilistic Probabilistic 

Similarity Meaning Calculated Calculated Not Calculated Not Calculated 

Ambiguity 
Not Deal with 

Ambiguity provided 

Deal Ambiguity with some 

extent depend on the dataset 

Deal with 

Ambiguity 

Deal with 

Ambiguity 

Ranking Done Done Not Done Not Done 

Efficiency Low Medium Medium High 

Accuracy Low Low Medium High 

Table 1:  Comparative Analysis of Techniques

V. CONCLUSION 

Topic models are generative models which provide a 

probabilistic framework for the term frequency occurrences 

in documents. The VSM represents documents and queries as 

vectors in multidimensional space. PLSA provide accurate 

result than LSA. LSA computes the similarity to pick the 

related words efficiently. LDA is probabilistic model which 

deal with the ambiguity, highly efficient and more accurate 

than other techniques, from these comparison, we can 

conclude that LDA technique is more accurate than the other 

two technique LSA and VSA. 
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